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As individual life is very brief and the things to be known or learnt are inexhaustible. Scriptures reiterate spiritually that one 
should be selective in choosing to learn only what is really worthwhile and meaningful. Just as the swan sifts the milk from water, and 
the bees target only the honey from flowers, the wise seek what is most beneficial. It only the highest truth. In this context, man 
hastochoosewhatfoodispreferabletohislongevityoflifewithoutanydiseases. 

 
Generally, people say vegetarian food better than non-vegetarian food for human body. Many people feel that non 

vegetarians are violent and vegetarians are nonviolent. In fact, both have some extent of violence. 
 
There is a popular and natural saying that “Jeevo Jeevasya Jeevanam”. It is quite natural that everyone should accept it. It 

means that a creature or a plant is meant for the food of another creature. The universe contains the earth, the water, the sky. 
Everywhere there is animal hood. Whatever the deed you do you have to face some extent of violence. Hence, we cannot come to 
conclusion that ourselves are innocent and nonviolent. 

 
What is good whether vegetarian or non-vegetarian? 

One cannot decide it that what is better. Some may like vegetarian food and some others like non vegetarian food. It depends 
upon their intension and like. But, everyone cautious about taking the food quantity. Athisarvatraa varjayeth” too much in any 
aspect is very dangerous. 

 
In these days, many people choose the mode of vegetarian food diet for religious, ethical, health and economic reasons. 

However, the term vegetarian is misleading because there are many types of vegetarians. The safest way to eat is to follow a 
vegetarian diet: no hormones or additives in our foods. Meat foods carry bacteria and the potential diseases associated with them more 
often than beans, greens or vegetables. But one cannot negate the fact that fruits and vegetables can also be associated with pesticides 
and other residues. 

 
Types of vegetarians 
 Vegans: avoid all animal products including milk and its products from their diets. Some vegans do not use any products of 

animal origin, such as leather, wool and silk. 
 Lactovegetarians: include dairy products in their diet of fruits, vegetables, grains, beans and nuts. They eat no meat or eggs. 

Lacto-ovo-vegetarians: eat both eggs and dairy products. 
 Pesco-vegetarians: also include fish in their diets. 

 
Vegetarian diets lower the burden of chronic diseases. Lactovegetarians are often impressively healthier – sometimes a lot 

healthier – than meat eaters. It is uncertain whether this advantage extends to vegans. 
 

Spiritual attitude in taking food 
There are three types attitudes among the men. They are 

 Sathvik attitude (Quality of Goodness) 

 Raja attitude. (Quality of Passion) 

 Thamas attitude (Quality of Ignorance) 
 

Sattvamrajasthama iti gunaahprakriti sambhavaah (Bhavadgeetha14-5) 
There are three gunaas or qualities derived from the nature   among men. The material nature consists of three qualities-

goodness, passion and ignorance. 
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A person in the mode of goodness is satisfied by his work or intellectual pursuit, just as a philosopher, educator, scientist may 
be engaged in a particular field of knowledge and may be satisfied in that way. A man in the mode of passion may be engaged in 
furious activity, he owns as much as he can and spends on his own cause whether it is good or bad. Sometimes he tries to open 
hospitals, give charity to the institutions. And the mode of ignorance covers knowledge. In the mode of ignorance, whatever one does 
is good neither for him nor for anyone. 

 
In fact, from the mode of goodness, real knowledge develops; from the mode of passion, greed develops; and from the mode 

of ignorance develop foolishness, madness and illusion. 
The manifestations of the mode of goodness can be experienced when all the gates of the body are effulged by wisdom. 
When there is an increase in the mode of passion, the symptoms of great attachment, furious activity, uncontrollable desire and 

hankering develops. 
When there is an increase the mode of ignorance, darkness in mind, inertia, madness and illusion are manifested. 

 
Taking foods also depends according to the nature of the quality hidden in the man. 
 

 Ayuh sattva–balarogya – sukha– preetivivardhanaaha  
Rasyaaahsnigdhaahsthiraahrudyaaaahaaraahsaattvikapriyaah 

(Bhavadgeetha17-8) 
  

The purport of the shloka is: foods dear to those having the quality of goodness increase the longevity of life, give strength, 
happiness in mind,  
increases the right way desire and contentment in all aspects. They are ‘Rasyaah’….like milk, sugar etc. 
 

Snigdhaah …..like butter, ghee etc. 
                             Sthiraah….. like whole some food,f ruits etc. 

Hrudyaah…..like the foods pleasing to the  
heart These are qualities of the man having the quality of goodness (sattvagunaah) 

 Katvaamla-
lavanaathyushnatheekshnarookshavidaahinahAahaaraarajasasyeshtaaduhkhashokaamayapradaah 

(Bhagavadgeetha17-9)  
The purport of the shloka is: foods dear to those having the quality of passion cause distress, 

Misery and disease. They are like the material of bitter, sour, salty, very hot, pungent, dry, burning etc. 
 

 Yaathayaamam gatharasam poothi paryushitham cha  
yathUchchishtamapichaamedhyambhojanamthaamasapriyam 

(Bhagavadgeetha17-10) 
The purport of the shloka is: foods dear to those having the quality of ignorance develop darkness, inertia, illusion, madness 

etc. The foods are like prepared more than three hours before being eaten or not boiled well, tasteless food, decomposed and putrid, 
and the remnant food eaten by others, un holy food etc. 

 
These are the qualities of food directed by our scriptures. Food is for maintenance of the body and pleasant mind. But we 

should not trouble our mind about food. Take the food in the right quantity (neither too much not too little), without greed or 
repulsion, as the means given our mother for the maintenance of the body. Too much eating makes the body material and heavy, at the 
same time taking too little makes it weak and balance between the body’s need and the food taken. 

 
When anyone has a desire, he is governed by the thing he desires, it takes possession of his mind and his life, and he becomes 

a slave. If he has greed for food then he is no more the master food, it is the food that masters him. A right person must eat to satisfy 
the needs of his body and not to meet the demands of his greed. It is the essence of our scriptures about food. 


